
4 Focus Group  (FG) sessions were completed. In total, 34 people participated, including teachers, researchers, staff members and faculty board members
as decision-making bodies. From these there were 27 female  participants and 7 male, ranging from 35 to 60 years old ,  and mainly working in diverse fields.
The FG sessions occurred mainly in July 2021 but one took place in September 2021.

The FG sessions were transcribed in full by the RESET team members, proceeding to full anonymisation of the data. The anonymised data were then
analysed using Thematic Analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). This method encompasses six steps from initial coding to writing the final report.
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Main outcomes  "There is no point in having good scientific indicators and many material

resources if in practice we have problems in terms of Gender Equality"

(I003).
"... any other university can never be seen with the rigor of
excellence if it does not fulfill the basic rights of gender
equality, of respect for each one" (ND002)

Concluding remarks
The Focus Groups at U.Porto brings us to several important conclusions that will be central to the development of the Gender Equality Plan.
For teachers ,  gender equality is not a pedagogical priority and gender mainstreaming is not a practice. Many argue about the lack of time to go over recent bibliography or to update their
syllabus to incorporate or render more visible women contributions. There is a sense that gender issues can be addressed in more informal interactions, such as conversations at the end of
classes or teachers’ personal opinions, and not during formal teaching activities. 
For researchers ,  the focus is on the precarious situation they work in with timely contracts lacking stability. Here, gender equality is present, focusing mainly on the conditions given to
work. Issues like work-family balance, the pressure to publish that collides with nurturing for ascendents and descendents, or even the stability to start a family were pointed out. 
As for the staff members ,  gender equality issues are acknowledged but are not signaled as the primary source of imbalances. They tend to locate those in the asymmetries in power
relations that seem to reproduce a traditional and hierarchical view of the University where professional status is still very important. Only then the staff members acknowledge the
existence of sectors and tasks predominantly male or female and see that as either “natural” or an issue to be balanced. 
Finally, the faculty board members as decision-making bodies. Being the most heterogeneous of them all, we had very different positions, all based upon the data available about each
faculty. This group was mainly focused on the access to these positions and to normalize the fact that, despite all efforts, they made it to these positions so GE issues may be already
overcome. Some structural issues were still raised even though there was a tendency to attribute them to macrosocial factors and leave them to be solved by societal progress (as has been
for the last few decades). 

We can then conclude that we need to go beyond surface level and develop actions toward a more integrated, in depth and complex vision of GE that promotes more equal and positive
work environments.
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n Gender Equality (GE) is at the core of the EU demand for structural change by actively endorsing the development of Gender Equality Plans (GEP). At RESET - Redesigning Equality and Scientific Excellence Together

(https://wereset.eu) we aim to place GE at the center of policy making at academic and scientific levels in six European Universities. The project draws on core concepts such Organizational Change, Scientific Excellence,
Diversity and Intersectionality, which articulate strongly with a co-design approach to create GEPs. 
During the first year of the project's activity, efforts were directed towards knowing the situation of gender equality at each GEP implementing partner institution. To this end, an exhaustive collection of indicators, 4 focus-
groups and a survey, were carried out. A report on the situation was presented to the European Commission. Based on an intersectional vision and a co-design methodology these findings will be translated into the definition
of actions that aim to challenge not only gender biases but also other dimensions of diversity, promoting a more inclusive communities for all people.

Here we will focus on the path taken to develop the GEP at the University of Porto and summarize the main findings of the Focus Groups carried out. Some of our main research questions were: What does excellence mean?
How is GE experienced? What does the U.Porto community envision in regard to GE?. 

"I think it is, in fact what we have done (....) is what Iam fed up with. It's having to confront thestructures to say that I have to overcome insidiousbehavior, symbolic violence, and hidden inequalityon a daily basis (...) I'm tired - I mean, I get tired,don't I! I don't get tired because I have to, one hasto go on, but this confrontation is what we do every
day (....)" (D005)

"Sometimes it's not that prejudice of "women don't

know anything, or women don't know how to

work" ... it's that subconscious that thinks that, for

example, the person has to come in every day at 8

a.m. and leave at 8 p.m. and it doesn't matter

about family life, it doesn't matter if the person

has children, it doesn't matter ... and we already

know that women have much more of that

responsibility than men." (I003)

"this [GE] has to be seen as our way of thinking, of acting, of

moving forward, of thinking about our work... Inclusion, gender

equality, cannot be seen as a project with a beginning and an

end, it has to be constant" (ND002)

"(...) it is very important on a day-to-day basis not to allow
ourselves to be silent about any issue rather than to be
thinking of grand gestures" (ND004). 

"What I think is that the issues of inequality are

posed in a much more subtle way" (DR02)

"The question is how do we prevent
differences between men and women from
becoming inequalities. That inequality is not
difference. One thing is difference another is
inequality" (DR02).

"... gender equality is something that implies a

social education from, from the very beginning (...)

promoting from that very early on, in children...

that men and women should have an equal

opportunity." (DR01)


